The University of Notre Dame presents the Grenville Clark Award annually to a faculty member or administrator whose voluntary activities serve to advance the cause of peace and human rights. Our 2017 recipient has dedicated himself to the pursuit of these ideals for more than 40 years, including the last dozen at Notre Dame. A scholar, attorney, and commentator, he has served as a consultant on human rights to the United Nations, the Organization of American States, the United States Departments of State and Justice, and numerous non-governmental human rights organizations. He has also represented victims of human rights violations in Guatemala, Peru, and Venezuela, among other countries, and filed several *amicus curiae* briefs in the Supreme Court of the United States in cases involving the rights of prisoners at Guantánamo Bay and human rights violations around the world. In 2015, President Juan Manuel Santos of Colombia appointed him to a bilateral working group that negotiated the transitional justice component of the peace agreement that was ultimately adopted by the government and the rebel group FARC to end the 50-year civil war between them. President Santos later awarded him the Order of Merit, Colombia’s highest honor for foreign citizens, in recognition of his service.
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